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ELEMENTARY LESSON

A N  I N I T I AT I V E  O F I N  PA R T N E R S H I P  W I T H

Purpose: Students will gain appreciation and have awareness 
raised for Aboriginal languages through the development of 
informational posters.

Estimated time: 120 minutes

Resources required:
o Printed coloured images on regular 8.5” x 11” paper 

(suggested images provided)
o Blackboard/whiteboard
o Research resources: computers with internet, encyclopedia, 

textbooks, etc.
o Poster making craft supplies.
o Colouring and writing utensils

Activity:
1. Introduce students to the concept of communication through 

art by discussing pieces of everyday images: 
a. Today we will explore new methods of communication. In 

Canada we often think that words written in English are the 
most important form of communication but in fact there are 
many other methods to communicate with others. 

b. For example, without me writing down its definition, what 
does this sign communicate to you? (hold up printed 
coloured image of red stop sign).

c. Let’s try another sign. What does this sign communicate 
to you? (hold up printed image of school crossing sign).

d. How is it that you all knew exactly the same message 
even though there were no English words to read? Why 
would we choose to read a sign instead of a word.

 

2. Explain to students the importance of preserving history and 
culture through language by asking these questions:
a. What is unique about images that communicate messages? 

(e.g. allows people who speak different to understand the 
same message).

b. If we can use images what is the value of different 
languages? Why should languages be preserved? (e.g. 
tells story of human history, developments culture and 
identity, allows expression of different emotions).

c. How can we save languages that are at risk of becoming 
 extinct? (e.g. practising one’s language regularly, creating
 awareness about the importance of language).

3. Tell students that according to the 2011 Canadian Census, 
over 200 languages are spoken in our country today. While 
most Canadians speak English as their “mother tongue” 
(first language learned at home), French, Chinese, Italian, 
German, Punjabi, and Spanish are some of the most common 
languages . Remarkably, there are over 60 Aboriginal 
languages in Canada , with Cree being the most common. 
Aboriginal People is the name we use for the original people 
of Canada. Aboriginal People, which include First Nations, 
Métis, and Inuit People, account for over one million people in 
Canada.

4. Explain to students that many of Canada’s Aboriginal 
languages are critically close to becoming extinct including 
Mi’kmaq which is spoken by thousands of Atlantic Canadians. 
Languages are important because they are the link to the 
history and culture of the people who speak them. The name 
Canada, for example, comes from ‘kanata’ the Ojibway word 
for village. Aboriginal People languages are especially fragile 
because of their oral tradition. This means that most of the 
language is shared through the telling of stories instead 
of using written language. If we don’t preserve languages, 
it will be very difficult to share this language with future 
generations. 

5. To bring awareness to the loss of Aboriginal languages, 
students will create informational posters to display around 
the school.

6. On the blackboard, the class will brainstorm the items each 
poster should contain. This list may include, but is not limited 
to: 
a. An engaging title.
b. A short explanation of the language issue.
c. A picture that signifies the issue.
d. A clear description of why language extinction is an issue 

and why the preservation of languages is necessary.
e.  An example of an endangered language.
f. Relevant statistics.
g. List of sources used to gather information.

7. Divide studentsinto groups of two to three.

8.  Give students 30 minutes in class to do research using 
trusted internet websites and sources, encyclopaedias, 
classroom textbooks, newspapers, etc. Then provide students 
with 45 minutes to create their posters.

  GRADE 4: THE ARTS

DISCOVERING THE IMPORTANCE OF CULTURE, LANGUAGE AND HISTORY THROUGH NEW MEDIUMS

Educator’s Note: Allow students to reach the conclusion 
that images can communicate strong messages and that art 
allows for the formation of concepts.
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9. Have each group present their posters to the class.

10. When everyone has presented, ask students what they 
learned from creating the posters. How has this project 
changed their minds about language? How will they honour 
the many languages we have in Canada?

11. Have students hand in their posters. Display the posters in the 
hallway to share the issue of endangered languages with the 
rest of the school community.

Image Search Suggestions

1. Blank Stop Sign 2. Blank school crossing sign

Footnotes

1 www.canadaonline.about.com/od/statistics/a/languages-
canada-2011-census.htm

2 www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2011/as-
sa/98-314-x/98-314-x2011003_3-eng.cfm
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  ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

In addition to the lesson plan, share these resources with your students:

 � Statistics Canada- Aboriginal Languages in Canada:          
www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2011/as-sa/98-314-x/98-314-x2011003_3-eng.cfm

 � Statistics on Languages in Canada: canadaonline.about.com/cs/statistics/a/statslang.htm

 � CBC “Once-vibrant aboriginal languages struggle for survival”:         
www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/ story/2012/10/24/census-first-nations-languages.html

 � Natural Resources Canada: atlas.nrcan.gc.ca/site/english/maps/index.html

 � Northwest Territories Literacy Council, Celebrate Aboriginal Languages Month:       
www.nwt.literacy.ca/resources/aborig/celebrate/celebrate.pdf

 � Statistics Canada, “Aboriginal Languages in Canada”:          
www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2011/as-sa/98-314-x/98-314-x2011003_3-eng.cfm

 � Statistics Canada, “Canadian Social Trends” Thornlea Secondary School:       
thornlea.sharpschool.com/UserFiles/Servers/Server_119514/File/Library%20Classes%20Documents/Gr.%209%20Geography/
canadasaboriginallanguages.pdf

 � UNESCO Report: Language Vitality and Endangerment: http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/doc/src/00120-EN.pdf

STUDENT RESOURCES

 � Aboriginal Canada Portal for Kids (great resource with online activities, pronunciation guides, and fact sheets):    

www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1315444613519/1315444663239


